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Abstract
Recent advances in the field of vertically stacked 2D materials have revealed a rich exciton
landscape. In particular, it has been demonstrated that out-of-plane electrical fields can be used to
tune the spectral position of spatially separated interlayer excitons. Other studies have shown that
there is a strong hybridization of exciton states, resulting from the mixing of electronic states in
both layers. However, the connection between the twist-angle dependent hybridization and
field-induced energy shifts has remained in the dark. Here, we investigate on a microscopic footing
the interplay of electrical and twist-angle tuning of moiré excitons in MoSe2 homobilayers. We
reveal distinct energy regions in PL spectra that are clearly dominated by either intralayer or
interlayer excitons, or even dark excitons. Consequently, we predict twist-angle-dependent critical
electrical fields at which the material is being transformed from a direct into an indirect
semiconductor. Our work provides new microscopic insights into experimentally accessible knobs
to significantly tune the moiré exciton physics in atomically thin nanomaterials.

The realization of atomically thin nanomaterials,
such as graphene and monolayers of transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs), has opened up a new plat-
form to study many-particle quantum phenomena
[1–4]. Optical properties are of particular interest for
TMDs, where strongly bound electron–hole pairs can
form. They give rise to exciton features, which funda-
mentally change the optical response of the material
[5–10]. By vertically stacking two TMD monolay-
ers, long-lived interlayer excitons become possible,
thus allowing for both the intralayer A exciton res-
onance (XA) and the spatially separated interlayer
exciton resonance (IX) in optical spectra [11–19],
cf figure 1(a). Furthermore, the exciton can become
strongly hybridized (hX in figure 1(a)) via interlayer
carrier tunneling, and thus carry both an inter- and
an intralayer component [20–23]. One example of
strongly hybridized states are momentum-dark KΛ
excitons, where the hole is located at the K valley and
the electron resides in the Λ valley in the Brillouine
zone. Due to the strong wavefunction overlap at the
Λ valley, the electron is delocalized over both layers
[22, 23].

Due to the charge separation of the interlayer
exciton, it exhibits an out-of-plane dipole moment,
allowing for external tuning via an electrical field
for both the pure interlayer exciton as well as the
hybrid exciton [24, 25]. Additionally, one can twist
the TMD monolayers with respect to each other,
which introduces a spatially periodic potential. At
small twist angles, this moiré potential was shown to
give rise to a flat band structure that traps excitons
in real space [22, 26–33]. While experimental studies
have shown that one can efficiently tune the optical
properties of TMDs by applying an external out-
of-plane electrical field [34–41], the interplay with
the twist-angle-dependent tuning of exciton hybrid-
ization has not been explored microscopically. In
this work, we investigate this interplay with a fully
microscopic and material-specific theory based on
the density-matrix formalism combined with first-
principle calculations [22, 23, 33]. We predict twist-
angle dependent critical electrical fields at which the
MoSe2 bilayer becomes an indirect semiconductor,
where the dark KΛ exciton is clearly the energetic-
ally lowest state. The low-temperature PL spectrum
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Figure 1. (a) Real space schematic for different exciton
species in TMD bilayers including the intralayer exciton XA,
the interlayer exciton IX, and the hybrid exciton hX
stemming from interlayer tunneling T. (b) Exciton band
structure for R-type stacked MoSe2 homobilyer for the
bright KK (left) and dark KΛ excitons (right). Multiple
moiré subbands are shown in faded colors. Only the
interlayer and the hybrid exciton exhibiting a dipole
moment become red-shifted in presence of an electrical
field (lower panel). Dashed lines indicate the original
position of the corresponding excitons without an electrical
field. The calculation is performed for a twist angle of
θ = 2◦ and an electrical field of Ez = 0.1 Vnm−1.

is then dominated by the phonon sidebands of this
dark state. Depending on the electrical field and the
twist-angle we find spectral regions, where either the
intralayer XA, the dark KΛ or the interlayer exciton IX
are clearly dominating the PL spectrum.

1. Theoretical approach

To obtain a microscopic access to the optical response
of moiré excitons, we first set up an excitonic
Hamilton operator [22, 33, 42], using monolayer
eigenstates as basis,

H0 =
∑
LQξ

Eξ
LQ Xξ†

L,Q Xξ
L,Q+

∑
LQξg

Vξ
Lg X

ξ†
L,Q+g X

ξ
L,Q

+
∑

LL ′Qξg

Tξ
LL ′g X

ξ†
L,Q+g X

ξ
L ′,Q+ h.c, (1)

where L= (le, lh) is the compound index for
electron/hole layer le(h), Q the center-of-mass
momentum, and ξ = (ξe, ξh) the compound valley
index allowing for both bright and momentum-dark
excitons [43, 44]. Furthermore, g is the moiré lat-
tice vector of the mini-Brillion zone (mBZ) [22, 33],
while X(†) are annihilation (creation) operators for
layer localized excitons. The first term in equation (1)
is the kinetic energy of excitons and includes their
center-of-mass exciton dispersion as obtained by

solving the bilayer Wannier equation [45]. The fol-
lowing two terms are twist-angle dependent, where
Vξ

Lg is the periodic polarization-induced interlayer
alignment shift (here referred to as moiré-induced
shift) taking into account the periodic modulation of
interlayer excitons [33, 46]. Furthermore, Tξ

LL ′g is the
interlayer tunneling, taking into account the hybrid-
ization of electronic states in both layers [22, 23].
The moiré-induced shift and the hybridization both
give rise to a periodic moiré potential that is present
in TMD bilayers [47]. A complete derivation of the
Hamiltonian and the appearing matrix elements is
provided in the supplementary material.

To take into account the periodicity of the
moiré superlattice, we apply a zonefolding approach
and consequently restrict the summation over Q to
the first mBZ [22, 33]. The moiré exciton band
structure can be calculated by transforming the
zone-folded Hamiltonian into a moiré exciton basis
with the new exciton creation operators Y †

ξηQ =∑
gL C

ξη∗
Lg (Q)Xξ†

L,Q+g. The mixing coefficients Cξη
Lg (Q)

contain the relative contribution of intra- and inter-
layer excitons as well the the contribution of each
subband that emerges from twisting the structure.
Here, η is the new moiré exciton band index. This
transformation leads to the moiré exciton eigenvalue
equation

EξLQ+gC
ξη
Lg (Q)+

∑
g ′

Vξ
L(g,g

′)Cξη
Lg ′(Q)

+
∑
L ′g ′

Tξ
LL ′(g,g ′)Cξη

L ′g ′(Q) = Eξ
ηQC

ξη
Lg (Q). (2)

Solving this eigenvalue problem numerically gives a
microscopic access to the hybrid moiré exciton ener-
gies Eξ

ηQ and the corresponding wave functions. This
method is principally applicable to all TMD bilayers,
but in this work, we focus on the exemplary case of
MoSe2 homobilayers that will turn out to be highly
interesting.

Figure 1(b) shows the corresponding exciton
band structure for the R-type stacked hBN-
encapsulated MoSe2 bilayer for a twist angle of
θ = 2◦. The top panel shows the case without an
electrical field and illustrates the bright KK excitons
on the left and the dark KΛ excitons on the right. We
find that at θ = 2◦, the A exciton is the energetically
lowest lying state directly followed by the strongly
hybridized dark KΛ exciton. Further up in the band
structure, the interlayer IX exciton can be found. We
predict that both the IX and the KΛ exciton exhibit
very flat bands. This can be ascribed to the moiré-
induced shift Vξ

L(g) that traps interlayer excitons in
real space [33]. The sameholds forKΛ excitons on top
of a strong carrier tunneling, which is also periodic
over the superlattice and contributes to the flatness of
the band [22, 23]. The efficient tunneling of electrons
at the Λ valley (tmax

c = 195 meV [23]) is responsible
for the pronounced hybrid nature of this exciton,
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which exhibits nearly a 50/50 contribution from both
its intra- and interlayer exciton components (cf the
color gradient in figure 1(b). Furthermore, the solu-
tion of the moiré eigenvalue equation (2) also reveals
the formation of multiple subbands emerging from
the introduction of the twist angle and the resulting
superlattice. The subbands stemming from the int-
ralayer exciton (XA) can then hybridize with the ener-
getically higher interlayer IX exciton, cf the avoided
crossings in the interlayer exciton in figure 1(b).

2. Moiré excitons in electrical fields

In presence of an out-of-plane electrical field,
excitons become shifted in energy proportional to
their dipole moment. The exciton-field interaction
Hamiltonian reads

HX−l =−
∑
ξQL

dLEzX
ξ†
Q,LX

ξ
Q,L (3)

with dL as the dipole moment and Ez as the out-
of-plane electrical field. Since this Hamiltonian is
simply a renormalization of the potential energy of
excitons, it can easily be incorporated into the first
term of equation (1). Solving again the eigenvalue
equation (equation (2)), we can now calculate the
moiré exciton band structure in presence of an elec-
trical field, cf the lower panel in figure 1(b) for the
MoSe2 bilayer at θ = 2◦ and Ez = 0.1 Vnm−1.

We predict that the interlayer exciton IX red-shifts
in energy by∆ε=−(Ezd) and becomes very close to
the intralayer exciton XA. Interestingly, we show clear
avoided crossings with the higher-lying moiré sub-
bands of XA. As the states are nearly degenerate even
the weak tunneling of carriers at the K point has a sig-
nificant effect on the exciton band structure. There is
also a field-induced red-shift of the dark KΛ exciton
as it has an interlayer component (given by |CIX|2∆ε)
due to the strong hybridization. As a consequence,
the KΛ exciton becomes the energetically lowest state
at the considered twist angle of θ = 2◦, cf the lower
panel of figure 1(b).

Now, we investigate how the exciton bands can be
tuned with the electrical field in the untwisted RM

h -
stackedMoSe2 bilayer, cf figure 2(a). At very low elec-
trical fields, the dark KΛ exciton is found to be the
lowest state, i.e. the untwisted MoSe2 bilayer is an
indirect semiconductor, however note that the bright
XA exciton is very close in energy. By introducing
a twist angle (as in figure 1), the KΛ exciton lies
above the bright exciton due to the reduced hybridiz-
ation with the twist angle (caused by the momentum
mismatch in the rotated Brilloine zones) [22, 31].
When increasing the electrical field, we observe a crit-
ical value of Ez ≈ 0.14 Vnm−1 at which the inter-
layer exciton IX becomes the lowest lying state, cf
figure 2(a). This is due to its larger effective dipole
moment compared to the KΛ exciton (that is only

Figure 2. (a) Electrical field-induced tuning of exciton
energy for the untwisted RM

h -stacked MoSe2 bilayer. The
color gradient denotes the degree of hybridization between
the intra- and interlayer excitons. The strongly hybridized
KΛ exciton is the energetically lowest state in a certain
Ez-range, while at even stronger fields the interlayer IX
exciton becomes the lowest state. (b) Exciton band
structure for Hh

h-stacked MoSe2 bilayer. There is a strong
hybridization between the field-shifted interlayer exciton
IX1 and the B exciton XB (change of color at the avoided
crossing). Shaded lines indicate the degenerate exciton

species X
′
that have the reversed dipole moment.

(c) Schematic for the tunneling processes that couple

different excitons in (b). IX
( ′)
1 and X

( ′)
B couple with a

strong hole tunneling tv , while the hybridization is zero

between IX
( ′)
2 (shaded) and X

( ′)
B due to symmetry

constraints. Note that IX1 and IX ′
1 have opposite dipole

moments due to the reversed layer configuration of
electrons and holes.

partially interlayer-like) resulting in a steeper field-
induced red-shift of the IX exciton. As the intralayer
exciton XA does not have a dipole moment and the
hybridization is very weak at the K point, it remains
unchanged in presence of an electrical field.

We have performed the same calculation for
untwisted Hh

h-stacked MoSe2 bilayers, cf figure 2(b).
Due to the 180◦-rotation of one of the layers in this
stacking, the spin–orbit coupling in one of the lay-
ers is inverted [23]. This fundamentally changes the
tunneling channels in comparison to R-type stacking.
Here, we have the A exciton XA in one layer coupling
to the B exciton XB in the other layer via the two inter-
layer states IX1 and IX2. There is also a degenerate
exciton species X ′

A (X ′
b) with the reversed layer con-

figuration that couple via their respective interlayer
excitons IX ′

1 (IX ′
2). These interlayer excitons have

the reversed dipole moment in comparison to IX1

(IX2), cf figure 2(c). Note that X and X
′
states do not

couple to each other via interlayer tunneling as these
excitons are separated by large momentum in the
Brillouin zone. These considerations plus the slight
reduction of the interlayer distance for Hh

h stacking
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(which increases the strength of the hole tunneling
[23]) results in a significant hybridization between
the energetically lowest interlayer exciton IX1 and
the B exciton XB. The higher interlayer exciton IX2

instead couples to the B exciton via electron tun-
neling (cf figure 2(c)), which is zero at this stacking
due to the C3-symmetry at the K point (note that
this symmetry only holds at θ = 0◦) [23]. By increas-
ing the electrical field we find a slightly non-linear
increase of XB and IX1 excitons. This can be ascribed
to the fact that the tunneling strength between these
excitons is in the same range as the shift induced
by the electrical field. This allows for strong tuning
of the mixing coefficients Cξη

Lg (Q). The color gradi-
ent encodes the degree of hybridization and shows
nicely the strong hybridization between XB and IX1 in
the range around Ez ≈ 0.1 Vnm−1 (pink color). Fur-
thermore, due to the reversed dipole moment of the
degenerate exciton species X

′
, the interlayer excitons

IX ′
1 (IX

′
2) are shifted in the opposite direction, as can

be seen from the shaded lines in figure 2(b).

3. PL spectra of R-stackedMoSe2 bilayers

Having obtained microscopic insights into the tun-
ability of the exciton landscape with the electrical
field in MoSe2 bilayers, we now focus on the change
of their optical response. We first calculate the PL
spectrum of R-stacked bilayers and we explicitly con-
sider also indirect phonon-driven exciton recombina-
tion processes [22, 48]. Here, momentum-dark states
can become visible via scattering with a phonon to
a virtual state within the light cone and resulting
in the formation of phonon sidebands in PL spec-
tra. These are expected to play an important role for
R-stacked MoSe2 bilayers, as here the momentum-
dark KΛ excitons are the lowest states in a large range
of electrical fields (cf figure 2(a)).

Figure 3 shows the PL spectrum for three differ-
ent values of the electrical field Ez atT= 4 K.Without
a field, the A exciton clearly dominates the PL. Even
though the KΛ state is predicted to be slightly the low-
est state, it is only so by a couple of meV (figure 2(a)).
We do not observe here any phonon sidebands, as
the phonon-assisted recombination is a higher-order
process with a much smaller probability compared to
the direct recombination. The predicted close prox-
imity of theKΛ exciton to the brightA exciton accord-
ing to the solution of the moiré eigenvalue equation
agrees well with previous DFT studies [49] as well as
with experimental data showing the dominance of the
A exciton resonance [50].

By applying an electrical field we decrease the
energy of the KΛ exciton pushing it far below the
bright exciton. As a direct consequence, this dark state
carries by far the largest occupation, which makes
the phonon-assisted recombination dominate over
the direct recombination process. At an electrical
field of Ez = 0.1 Vnm−1, we find prominent phonon

Figure 3. Photoluminescence spectrum for RM
h -stacked

MoSe2 bilayers for three different electrical fields at 4 K.
Without the field, the A exciton clearly dominates the PL
and no other features are visible. When applying an
out-of-plane electrical field (Ez = 0.1 (V nm−1)), the dark
KΛ exciton is significantly red-shifted and its occupation
becomes so large, that the phonon sidebands from this state
dominate the PL. For even larger fields (Ez = 0.2
(V nm−1)), the strong red-shift of the interlayer exciton
makes it to the lowest state and its emission dominates the
PL.

sidebands from KΛ excitons, cf figure 3. The three
distinct peaks stem from different phonon modes
including the longitudinal/transverse optical modes
(LO/TO), the A1 out-of-plane mode and the lon-
gitudinal/transverse acoustical modes (LA/TA). Since
these are phonon-assisted processes, they are sensit-
ive to temperature and they become less pronounced
at higher temperatures. Increasing the electrical field
further shifts the interlayer exciton IX (with the
largest dipolemoment and thus the steepest shift with
the field) to the energetically lowest state (figure 2(a)).
Consequently, the radiative recombination of the IX
dominates the PL spectrum for large fields, cf figure 3.

In a similar fashion as in figure 2, we now invest-
igate how the optical response of untwisted MoSe2
bilayers evolves when continuously changing the elec-
trical field, cf figure 4(a). At zero electrical field, the
A exciton dominates the PL, however we observe
a drastic change in the spectrum with just a slight
increase of the field. Here, the KΛ exciton is suf-
ficiently red-shifted to gain enough occupation to
give rise to the clearly visible phonon sidebands.
Due to the close proximity of the KΛ and the A
exciton and the low temperature of T= 4 K, this
change occurs rather abruptly. The phonon side-
bands shift linearly with the electrical field due to
the interlayer component of the strongly hybridized
KΛ exciton. Around Ez ≈ 0.125 Vnm−1, we predict
another drastic change in the PL spectrum. Here,
the interlayer exciton IX has become the energetic-
ally lowest state as it has a larger dipole moment
than the KΛ exciton and thus exhibits a steeper shift
with the electrical field (figure 2(a)). As the IX state
is a bright exciton and recombines directly, we find
again a single peak. It is blue-shifted with respect
to the phonon sidebands of the KΛ exciton, since
no phonon energy is involved in this recombination
process.

Next we investigate how the field-induced tun-
ing of the PL spectrum changes when introducing a

4
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Figure 4. Photoluminescence spectra for R-type stacked
MoSe2 as a function of electrical field strength at the twist
angles of (a) θ = 0◦, (b) θ = 1◦ and (c) θ = 4◦ at 4 K. We
observe three distinct energy regions, which are dominated
by the A exciton XA, the phonon sidebands of the dark KΛ
exciton and the interlayer exciton IX, respectively. The inset
in (c) shows the critical electrical field strength Ecritz as a
function of the twist angle for the transition between
different spectral regions (XA to KΛ and XA to
IX-dominated region). The shaded area indicates the range,
where the dark KΛ excitons dominate the PL.

finite twist angle and thus a moiré superlattice. We
focus on twist angles of 1◦ or larger to avoid effects
of atomic reconstruction [51]. For an angle of θ =
1.0◦, we find the qualitatively same drastic changes
in the PL spectrum at specific critical field values, cf
figure 4(b). Compared to the untwisted bilayer, there
is an increased field range atwhich theA exciton dom-
inates. The reason for this is an increased KΛ exciton
energy in a twisted structure without electrical field.
As result of the twist angle, the two monolayer band
structures are rotated with respect to each other lead-
ing to an energetic detuning of hybridizing states.
Moreover, the spatially varying stacking sequences
result in variations of the interlayer distance, leading
to a weaker tunneling than in the optimalRM

h stacking
discussed in figure 4(b). Further side effects leading to
weaker hybridization with increasing twist angle have
been discussed and experimentally observed in [31].

As a result of the above, it requires a larger elec-
trical field to make this state energetically lowest
and dominate the PL spectrum via its phonon side-
bands. Furthermore, the rotation of the BZs leads to
a energetic minimum of the interlayer exciton IX out-
side the light cone due to the momentum mismatch
between the K points in the different layers. Con-
sequently, there is a higher occupation in the finite-
momentum regions of the interlayer exciton valley.
This gives rise to some very weak phonon side bands
of the IX exciton. The oscillations appearing at the

energy of the XA exciton stem from the hybridization
ofmultiple IX subbands with the A exciton, cf also the
avoided crossings in figure 1(b).

Further increasing the twist angle up to θ = 4◦,
the field region with the dominant KΛ phonon side-
bands has become very small, cf figure 4(c). Instead,
the A exciton nearly dominates the entire energy
range. KΛ and IX excitons become important only at
relatively large fields of Ez > 0.16 Vnm−1. This can
again be ascribed to the decrease in the hybridiza-
tion of KΛ excitons and the increased momentum-
indirect character of the IX [33, 52], as discussed
above. The inset in figure 4(c) describes the twist-
angle dependent critical electrical field necessary to
give rise to the drastic changes in the PL spectrum
from spectral regions with a dominant XA to KΛ
(blue) as well as from KΛ to IX (red). We find that
this critical field changes approximately linearly with
the twist angle and that the transition XA to KΛ has
a steeper slope. This can be explained by the blue-
shift of both excitons when increasing the size of the
mBZ.Moreover, the KΛ exciton has a smaller effective
dipole moment, making its slope less steep compared
to the IX exciton. As a result, the KΛ dominated elec-
tric field region shrinks with increasing twist angle, cf
the color-shaded region in the inset.

4. Absorption spectra of H-stacked
bilayers

Finally, we investigate the H-stacked MoSe2 bilayer.
As in the R-type stacking, we find similar transitions
in the PL for H-type stacked TMD bilayer, however
unique for the H-type stacking is the strong hybridiz-
ation between bright excitons. For this purpose, we
focus on the optically accessible A and B excitons.
The corresponding exciton band structure has already
been discussed in figure 2(b), where it has been shown
that the B exciton XB strongly hybridizes with the
interlayer exciton IX1. Since both of these excitons are
bright, but not the energetically lowest states, their
PL signal is very small. Therefore, we now investig-
ate the field-dependent optical response by studying
the optical absorption as illustrated in figure 5 for dif-
ferent twist angles. In the untwisted case (figure 5(a)),
we observe a very large avoided crossing between IX1

and XB, i.e. both lines become strongly non-linear
when they come close to each other. This is due to
the large hole tunneling around the K point (tv =
56 meV [23]), cf figure 2(c). As a result, the inter-
layer exciton IX1 will be strongly hybridized and thus
gains a considerable oscillator strength. This explains
that the otherwise invisible interlayer exciton can
be clearly observed in the absorption spectrum—in
good agreement with previous experimental studies
[36–38] and also in accordance with a previous DFT
work [53]. Note that the IX ′

1 exciton, i.e the degener-
ate counterpart of IX1 with reversed dipole moment
(cf figure 2(c)) is not visible as it decreases with the
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Figure 5. Absorption spectra for H-type stacked MoSe2 as a
function of electrical field Ez at the twist angles of (a)
θ = 0◦, (b) θ = 1◦ and (c) θ = 4◦. We observe that the
interlayer exciton IX1 carries a considerable oscillator
strength and has a pronounced avoided crossing with the B
exciton. Dashed lines indicates the position of the peak
without electrical field. Note that in contrast X2 is not
visible as here the hybridization with the XB state is
negligible, cf figure 2(b).

electrical field and is thus shifted away from its cor-
responding B exciton X ′

B. Consequently, X
′
B exciton

remains almost unchanged under the electrical field.
Furthermore, at very large electrical fields, we observe
a small splitting of the two A excitons XA and X ′

A. This
is as a consequence of its small interlayer component
gained via hybridization with the interlayer exciton
IX2, which become closer with an increasing electrical
field, cf figure 2(b).

Now, we go beyond previous studies and invest-
igate how the optical response changes in H-stacked
MoSe2 bilayers, when a twist angle is introduced. We
start with a small angle of θ = 1◦ (figure 5(b)). We
find a qualitatively similar behavior as in the untwis-
ted case, but with additional moiré subbands appear-
ing in the spectrum. The higher subbands of the inter-
layer exciton are similarly affected by the electrical
field and hybridize with the subbands of the B exciton
XB resulting in multiple avoided crossings. Moreover,
also the intralayer B exciton is experiencing a super-
lattice potential resulting in a peak splitting due to
the formation ofmoiré trapped states [33]. By further
increasing the twist angle up to θ = 4◦ (figure 5(c)),
most moiré subbands become dark due to a van-
ishing moiré induced mixing with lowest (bright)
subband [33, 54]. Furthermore, we observe that the
avoided crossing occurs at smaller values of the elec-
trical field compared to the case of θ = 1◦. This is
due to the interlayer exciton IX1 being much closer
to the B exciton XB at higher twist angles. The other

interlayer exciton IX ′
1 is now more pronounced as it

is closer to the B exciton and thus exhibits a stronger
mixing/larger oscillator strength.Overall, the efficient
hole tunneling between the interlayer exciton and
the B exciton leads to a significant hybridization in
H-stacked MoSe2 bilayers, brightening up the other-
wise invisible interlayer exciton. A twist angle intro-
duces additional avoided crossings due to the hybrid-
ization with the appearing moiré subbands.

In conclusion, our work provides microscopic
insights into the tunablity of moiré excitons with
the electrical field and the twist angle in atomic-
ally thin semiconductors. In particular, we demon-
strate the significant impact of the interlayer hybrid-
izationwhen applying an out-of-plane electrical field,
predicting distinct spectral regions in PL spectra of
R-stacked MoSe2 bilayers, where the intralayer or the
interlayer exciton or even the momentum dark KΛ
exciton are clearly dominant. Consequently, we pre-
dict twist-angle-dependent critical electrical fields for
the transition of the material from a direct into an
indirect semiconductor. Overall, we shed light on
microscopic many-particle processes behind the elec-
trical tunability of moiré excitons in TMD bilay-
ers, which can guide and trigger future experimental
studies.
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